How Pason makes WITS simple

Wellsite Information Transfer Specification (WITS) can be intimidating, but with Pason, navigating WITS is made easy and reliable. Our easy-to-use software makes Pason the simple solution for our customers’ energy technology needs.

Why is Pason the simple solution?

- WITS is used industrywide, and we’ve designed our interface with you in mind.
  
  **What is the benefit?**
  The layout is intuitive, and the setup is simple. Rig personnel or third-party companies on-site can easily configure WITS channels.

- Pason devices offer multiple physical connection options for third-party companies to easily connect.
  
  **What is the benefit?**
  Third-party companies are not faced with complex cable runs.

- Pason field technicians have a custom application to test and troubleshoot WITS connections and packet transmission.
  
  **What is the benefit?**
  Field technicians identify and resolve WITS issues efficiently on-site.

- Pason has the largest field technician presence in the EDR business, strategically located.
  
  **What is the benefit?**
  Prompt and reliable support.

- Rigs have the option to share their screen with Pason Technical Support.
  
  **What is the benefit?**
  We can walk you through the screens to help set up or troubleshoot WITS channels.

- Pason Technical Support has the expertise to troubleshoot WITS remotely through our own private network.
  
  **What is the benefit?**
  Immediate support via a private and stable connection. Our Technical Support is staffed by professionals available 24/7/365.

For more information, please contact:

Canada sales@pason.com | US ussales@pason.com | 1.877.255.3158 | pason.com